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  THE 24 HOUR 
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WELCOME! 
 

 
Imagine how great it would be, if you could have one sacred day to yourself, 
every month, to detox from the busyness of your life - and mind - while nourishing 
your body with simple, delicious, cleansing foods and drinks? Imagine waking up 
one morning and deciding to take a “me” day so that you can recharge, 
rejuvenate, and replenish your energy and body? 
 
Well now with the invaluable guide you can! I’ve put my heart and soul into this 
guide so that you can reap the benefits immediately. 
 
So I’ll share a few simple rituals to include, and a few simple healthy recipes to 
prepare and try, that you can use to give your body and mind a rest when it so 
deserves it. 
 
Hey there! My name is Rachael Alexander and I’m an artist, certified health 
coach through the Integrative Nutrition, and certified yoga instructor. 
 
I’ve struggled and conquered my own health issues in the past and because of 
growing up with a mom who’s a preventative physician’s assistant, and 
becoming engulfed in health when a few of my close friends died before the 
age of 22 I decided that pursuing a healthy lifestyle would be a worthwhile 
pursuit, and I wanted to make sure my human journey was a fun, enlivening, 
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and fulfilling one. And I knew that I wouldn’t be able to accomplish what I set 
out to do without first having great health & wellness! 
 
In turn, I’ve gone on to help hundreds of Mosaic Souls create divine lives and 
businesses from the inside out. I help them make educated decisions that help 
them to transform their health, body, and energy so that they can create 
massive success towards living their dream lives. I often like to start them off with 
a detox – which helps to eliminate toxins from your life, your food, and your 
mind, body, and emotions.  
 
I know life can be busy but when it comes to longevity and living an energetic 
and vital life, we have no excuse when we say we cannot detox.  
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I WANT TO INTRODUCE YOU TO THE 
24 HOUR DETOX 

 

You have two options to detox your body in less than 24 HOURS. 

Be honest.  

Do you have 1 day to dedicate to your health & well-being? 

Yes. I know you do. 

Many of my clients are suffering with illnesses and sicknesses and there is a 
solution. 

Detox. 

I am not forcing you to drink beet juice all day or deprive yourself of food 
because that is not what detox means to me. 

Detox is about releasing what does not serve you in body, mind and spirit. 

So, let’s get started with my top two ways to detox your body in 24 hours. 

Hello lovely liver. Hello healthy lymphatic system.  

It is vital to take measures to assist the detoxification in your body; however, one 
of the leading misconceptions is that detoxing simply involves what you eat.  It 
can and that will 100% assist in your detox but I want to teach you how easy detox 
can be and then we can address my seasonal amazing detox program. 

Let’s remove the toxins that are causing the following and let’s get clean: 

Ä bloating  
Ä acne 
Ä anxiety 
Ä digestive upset 
Ä loose stools 
Ä headaches 
Ä neck pain 
Ä joint pain 
Ä hormonal imbalances 
Ä edema (swelling of a body 

part) 

Ä constipation 
Ä IBS 
Ä low sex drive 
Ä fungal infections 
Ä colitis 
Ä back pain 
Ä poor sleep 
Ä a constant runny nose 
Ä weak immune system 
Ä increased allergies or 

sensitivities 
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A clean body does not have bags under the eyes or suffer from poor sleep or dry 
skin. 

A clean body thrives and not survives. 

Which do you choose? 

A clean body that thrives, right? 

 

MIND DETOX 
Let’s start your 24 Hour Detox with a few simple rituals that can begin to 
dramatically increase your overall well-being. 

Deep Breathing 
Often times utilizing the power of the breath can bring about so much healing 
and peace to the mind. This simple thing that we do every single day, and often 
times take for granted is the power behind our life. When we return to the breath 
it can activate within us a level of acute awareness and dramatically decrease 
our negative stress levels. 

Breath is also a powerful detoxifier and practicing the art of true, slow, deep 
breathing is a great way to calm your nervous system and center yourself before 
the day even begins. 

When you wake up in the morning on your 24 Hour Detox, get yourself comfy in 
bed, sit up straight, close your eyes, and breathe deeply. 

Inhale slowly for the count of three. Breathe 1-2-3. 

Hold for the count of four. Hold 1-2-3-4. 

Exhale for the count of five. Exhale 1-2-3-4-5. 

Repeat ten times.  

Meditation 
Stress has become an inescapable aspect of our lives. We all experience stress 
and pressure at some point in our lives. Stress takes its toll mentally, physically and 
emotionally.  A small amount of stress is advantageous; too much begins to take 
its toll on your wellbeing. Meditation offers both physical and mental relaxation 
and is a powerful way to ease stress. 
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While meditating, you need to consider specific factors. Look for a silent, peaceful 
place with no distractions. Sit comfortably in an erect posture, with folded legs 
and closed eyes. This allows unwanted energy to leave through your feet and 
keeps you focused. Pay close attention to your breathing, imagining thoughts 
that will make your breathing rhythmic and calming. Unlike other pharmaceutical 
solutions, meditation causes no harmful side effects. People with physical 
limitations might find it easier to practice meditation for relieving stress rather than 
doing arduous physical workouts or exercises. 

On your 24 Hour Detox Day try and sit in silence and stillness for at least 10 minutes, 
making sure to relax your mind and let go of worries and cares just for 10 minutes.  

Afterwards you will start to feel more peaceful. 

*Tip: if your mind is highly active simply notice your thoughts as though they are 
bubble coming out of a bubble machine. Simply allow them to float by while you 
are the silent non-judgmental watcher of them. 

Gratitude 
At some point in your life, you may face difficulties, challenges, tribulations, or 
negative situations. These are a part of life. However, you should not allow those 
things to control your life. Too many people believe that happiness cannot be 
obtained without pleasure, or should not require hard work to achieve. For 
them, if you have nothing, you are not happy.  

However, that philosophy is not true. Happiness depends on you. If you really 
want to be happy, you can be happy in spite of the situations around you. Here 
are some tips that can help you to feel happy in any situation: 

• Appreciate and embrace the moment  

One of the most useful things to keep in mind to remain happy in any situation is 
to appreciate and embrace the present. If you are living in the present but you 
dwell on your past or worry about what the future brings, you will not be able to 
enjoy the present moments of your life. This is one of the best secrets that you 
can practice to truly enjoy the moments of emotional or physical pleasure 
before they are over.  

• Be thankful for everything you have  

This is another very important thing to remember. Many people who are not 
happy in their lives often do not know how to be grateful and thankful for what 
they have in the present. They always feel unsatisfied or discontented and aim 
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to get more. Why not just accept the reality? Accepting everything about your 
life will set you free from any burdens, worries, and doubts. It will bring you true 
happiness in whatever circumstances by allowing you to embrace what is in this 
moment, and from that place take inspired action towards the reality you’d 
prefer to experience. 

On your 24 Hour Detox Day, after deep breathing and meditation start your day 
by writing down five things in your world that you are grateful for. It could be a 
loved one, your bed, the sheets you sleep in, your car, a situation, or even the 
simpler things in life - clean water and food in your fridge. 

Affirmations 
What is Affirmation and How Can it Help? 

Positive self-talk plays a vital role in helping an individual resolve this concern.  

Affirmation refers to a mantra or short phrase you repeatedly say to yourself in 
your head or out loud. The method is intended to reprogram things that your 
brain has been telling you for a long time. There are several books written about 
the power of affirmation for chronic fatigue and adrenal stress. Authors suggest 
that the process starts with standing in front of a mirror and saying positive things 
about yourself or even just saying you love yourself. 

On your 24 Hour Detox Day try to sprinkle some of these affirmations throughout 
your day: 

• I HAVE UNLIMITED POTENTIAL. ONLY GOOD LIES BEFORE ME. 
• I AM PROUD OF MYSELF. 
• I AM EXCITED ABOUT THE PERSON I AM BECOMING. 
• I TRUST MYSELF. 
• I LOVE MYSELF EXACTLY AS I AM. I NO LONGER WAIT TO BE PERFECT IN 

ORDER TO LOVE MYSELF. 

BODY 
Yoga 
your day If you’re reading this then you know the power of yoga, and how it can 
help you achieve peace of mind, centeredness and wellness in your body, and 
increase circulation and accelerate the natural detoxification of the body. 

On your 24 Hour Detox Day I encourage you to go through the entire Beginner’s 
Yoga Cheat sheet at least once and really feel into your body.  
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24 Hour Detox Menu 
If you’ve been feeling bloated, then you know more than anyone that you 
need to cleanse the junk from your body. It’s not always easy picking which 
path to take to cleanse your body for the results you want. But, I’ve made it 
super easy in this Epic 24 Hour Detox.  

I don’t believe in deprivation, so you will not feel deprived in any way. In fact, 
you’ll feel quite the opposite.  

The reality is, no matter how clean we eat, we live in a very toxic world. Before we 
even open our mouths to take a bite of food, we are exposed to vehicular and 
industrial pollution in the air and toxins in our cleaning products and cosmetics. 
Not to mention the havoc wreaked on the body by stress. So, the question is not 
‘am I toxic?’ but rather ‘how toxic am I?’ 

Ready to eliminate those toxins that cause weight gain, brain fog, loss of sleep, 
loss of mental clarity, and fatigue? 

Here’s my Epic 24 Hour Detox Menu: 

UPON WAKING DRINK: 

Morning Lemon Elixir  
1 cup warm or room temp water 
Juice from 1 lemon 
Pinch of cinnamon and 1 teaspoon raw honey OR a couple of drops of stevia  

BREAKFAST:  

Blueberry Superfood Smoothie Bliss  
1 cup unsweetened almond/coconut/hemp or rice milk  
½ cup frozen or fresh, organic wild blueberries 
½ cup spinach 
1 tablespoon coconut oil  
1 tablespoon flax meal or chia seeds  
Pinch of cinnamon 
Stevia or raw honey to sweeten 
Ice (optional)  

SNACK: 10 almonds and 1 apple 
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LUNCH:  

MIXED SALAD 
2 cups mixed greens or spinach, chopped 
½ cup carrot, chopped 
½ cup cucumber, chopped 
1 cup artichokes (BPA free, canned in water) 
1 avocado, cubed 
¼ cup hemp seeds or seed of your choice 
Handful parsley, chopped 
Handful basil, chopped 
 

Chop vegetables and mix in a large bowl. Top your salad with avocado and 
hemp seeds. Drizzle with dressing of choice. 

SNACK: ½ avocado w/ tomato & sea salt 

DINNER: 

Carrot Ginger Soup  
4 cups chopped carrots 
6 cups bone broth or water 
1 medium onion, minced 
2-inch nub ginger root, peeled and grated  
Sea salt to taste 
Dash nutmeg 
Chopped fresh parsley, dill, or cilantro  

Put carrots, ginger, and onion in a pot with broth. Bring to boil then cover and 
reduce heat and simmer 20-25 minutes. Remove from heat and put everything 
in a blender or food processor to purée. Serve hot topped with fresh herbs.  

 
REMOVAL OF TOXINS IN 24 HOURS 

 

Activated charcoal makes an excellent detoxifier—it is enriched with high 
detoxification properties that pull out harmful buildup from your skin. It doesn’t 
contain any harmful chemicals in its composition, which has earned it a rank 2 on 
the list of EWG's Skin Deep Cosmetics. The activated charcoal mask makes an 
excellent cleanser for your skin with other benefits as well. You can research the 
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uses of activated charcoal to learn more about its benefits. Also, you can use 
activated charcoal powder to whiten your teeth.  

Epsom salt and grated coffee play an integral role in the removal of deadly cells 
from your body. You can add these readily available ingredients to your body 
scrub or prepare a DIY body scrub to exfoliate your body with. Additionally, you 
can use a dry skin brushing technique to detoxify deadly cells and blackheads 
from your body. You can also use an activated charcoal face mask to detoxify 
the harmful cells from the epidermis of your skin.  

ACTIVATED CHARCOAL FACE MASK 
Properties of activated charcoal cannot be undervalued. It performs as a 
chelating agent to eradicate harmful toxins from your body. It also facilitates the 
circulation of blood in your body, which in return, makes your skin look radiant 
and healthy. 

Markets are flooded with face masks and face washes that are made with 
activated charcoal. These face masks are effective for the removal of impurities 
from your pores, and they shrink their size. Several people have reported a 
reduction in their pore sizes after using these face masks. 

Over the years, the dry skin brushing technique has claimed recognition for 
stimulating the buildup of toxins in your skin. This technique activates lymphatic 
flow in your body, which aids the process of removing the buildup from your body. 
When you are shopping for a dry skin brush, you should look for a natural boar 
bristle brush to ensure the best outcome.  

When practicing a 15-minute detox, you should also consider using a jade roller 
in conjunction with your activated charcoal face mask or body scrub. The roller 
mimics the use of a dry skin brush to stimulate the lymph of your body. Once you 
have stimulated your skin, you should apply a generous layer of activated 
charcoal to detoxify dead cells from your body.  

When using the dry skin brush technique, use circular motions to stimulate the 
dead cells of your body.  This method can be used before or during a bath. Also, 
taking a bath is another type of detoxification. You can also use the following DIY 
bath blends or body scrubs to accelerate the process of detoxification.  

DIY RECIPE FOR A DETOXIFICATION MASK 
You can use this simple procedure before a bath to detoxify your body.  
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REQUIRED: 

• 2 tablespoons activated charcoal powder 
• 1/3 cup Coconut oil 
• ½ teaspoon Baking soda 

DIRECTIONS 
• Stir ingredients in a glass jar 
• Apply the mixture to your face with fingertips  
• Let the mask sit for 15-20 minutes 
• Apply this mask once a week  
• Follow mask with an all-natural moisturizer such as coconut oil 
• Note: mask can be used for the arm pits as well. 

EPSOM SALT BATH 
This detox bath is a powerhouse combination. You can use the following 
ingredients to prepare your Epsom salt bath. 

INGREDIENTS 

• 1/4 cup sea salt or Himalayan salt 
• 1/4 cup Epsom salt 
• 1/4 cup baking soda 
• 1/3 cup apple cider vinegar 
• 10 drops of peppermint 

DIRECTIONS: 

• Add the ingredients to a lukewarm bath. 
• Light candles. 
• Enjoy a cup of tea or coconut water and let the detox begin. 

 

When detoxifying your body, you should not neglect the consumption of the 
foods that are responsible for the removal of harmful toxins from your body. You 
should maintain a balance between the detoxification of your body and skin. You 
should consume meals enriched with antioxidants—that are responsible for the 
removal of harmful chemical compounds from your body. Once your body and 
skin are detoxified, you will not only beam on the outside but, you will feel good 
on the inside.  
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EMOTIONS 
LET GO  
LET GO OF: 

Negative self-talk. 

Bashing yourself on a daily basis takes a toll. When you hear the negative self-
talk, say “cancel cancel,” followed by a positive comment to condition yourself 
to speak positively. 

Limiting beliefs. 

Replace beliefs that just aren’t serving you anymore and rework them to into 
self-supporting goals. 

Comparing yourself to others. 

While it’s easy to want what others have, comparing yourself is like discarding 
everything you’ve got going for you at this very moment. Using someone else as 
a benchmark is healthier than comparing yourself, so distinguish between 
comparison and admiring. Shoot for admiration. 

Resisting change. 

If you want different results, do something different. Make change small. There’s 
no need to create chaos in the name of change.  

The need to always be right. 

Would you rather be right or would you rather be happy? 

For your 24 Hour Detox Day, make a list of the negative self-talk you might often 
say to yourself in your own mind. Then write down a positive thought that’s 
equally true to counteract the negative 

MAKE SPACE 
MAKE SPACE FOR: 

Gratitude. 
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Even when you think you don’t have it all, focus on what you have today. Keep 
a gratitude journal and each day write down five thoughts you are grateful for. 

Walking with energy and purpose. 

Make a conscious effort to strut! Even when you’re feeling down and 
discouraged, stand tall and smile! Posture affects your mood; make it work in 
your favor. 

Surrounding yourself with like-minded, uplifting people. 

People who are vibrating on the same positive frequency will keep you 
grounded, inspired, and connected to your greater life’s purpose. They will help 
you believe in yourself, too. 

Reflection. 

Take time to reflect, meditate, or simply release all thoughts and emotions. 
Create stillness in a quiet space and get back to a neutral state of mind and 
body. 

Doing good for someone else. 

Focus your energy on lifting up someone else and notice how your spirits elevate 
as well. 

For your 24 Hour Detox Day, take time for self reflection, journal out your ideas 
and dreams for the remainder of the year, imagine and feel what it would really 
feel like to have what you desire, then let them go with positive expectation 
through detachment.  

SET INTENTIONS 
Evaluate your current situation, and outline your intentions. What intentions do 
you have for your health, well-being, peace of mind, and joy for the remainder 
of the year? Take a moment and write down your answers in a journal or piece 
of paper. 

TAKE ACTION 
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Set goals to fulfill the intentions you outlined. Take a few deep breaths, then 
complete the following exercises. First, bring awareness into your body and 
accept the way you look, feel, your relationships, spirituality, and career. 

Accept it all, and be with yourself in the present moment. 

Write down one small action step to work towards your health goals – it could 
be eating more green vegetables, more protein, reducing sugar and processed 
foods, or releasing anxiety around eating.  

Get honest about your relationships. Write down one paragraph describing your 
ideal partner. What would he or she say and do? How would you feel when you 
were with him or her? 

Tune into your spirituality. Try something new this week. Maybe you go to a yoga 
class for the first time, or meditate for 10 minutes every morning to help you 
center in before your day starts. 

Take action steps every day that bring you closer to your goals – whether that 
means creating an exercise schedule and sticking to it, committing to going on 
at least one date per week with your partner, meditating daily, or reorganizing 
your workspace to fit your needs. 

 
THERE ARE SO MANY WAYS TO DETOX THE 

BODY. 
1. Deep Breathing 
2. Rebounding 
3. Juicing 
4. Sauna 
5. Meditation 
6. Skin Brushing  
7. Drinking lemon water upon waking 
8. Detox tea throughout the day  

And many of these we’ve discussed above. Detoxing can be done with ease – 
even if you have a busy day. Simply adding 2-3 of these activities in your day will 
make a huge difference in how you feel and your overall health. 
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You can consume vegetables like onions, collard green, beetroot that should not 
take more than 15 minutes to prepare and consume. You can also indulge in fruits 
like watermelon, pomegranate, apple, and citrus fruits to accelerate the process 
of detoxification. Also, you can consume lemon water, green tea, and coconut 
water to amplify the detoxification process.  

In addition to that, you can count on home remedies to start a detox diet to 
facilitate the removal of toxins. Sweating it out also plays a crucial role in the 
removal of harmful toxins from your body. Working out for 15 minutes can 
stimulate the circulation of blood and lymph in your body. This circulation process 
will result in the elimination of harmful products from your body. You can jog and 
lift, and you will sweat enough to ensure the removal of toxins from your body. 

FOODS FOR A HEALTHY DETOX  
The body’s natural detoxification process involves six organs that function in 
complement to each other to cleanse your body of toxins. Every day, these 
organs work to eliminate excess waste produced by the body's natural 
metabolic process.  

Due to certain reasons, they can be compromised and detoxification becomes 
difficult. To aid the process, you can consume specific foods that support 
detoxification. Some of these foods that are best for detoxification are: 

Fruits 

Fruits are great for detoxifying the body because of its high liquid content, which 
supports the body in washing out toxins. At the same time, these are easy to 
digest and have a higher content of nutrients, fiber, antioxidants, and essential 
vitamins.  

Citrus Fruits 

Fruits are great for detox, especially citrus fruits like limes, lemons, and oranges. 
These fruits can help your body flush out toxins as well as jump-start the 
enzymatic processes of your digestive tract. Lemon juice, for example, is great 
for enhancing the cleansing processes of your liver and kidneys. 

Green Foods 

If you want to detoxify your body of toxins, then you should fill your refrigerator 
with plenty of green foods. Include in your diet foods like spinach, kale, barley, 
arugula, alfalfa, Spirulina, and other organic leafy greens. These foods offer your 
digestive tract with incredible detoxifying boost. 
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Cruciferous Vegetables 

Cruciferous vegetables have been shown by science to offer great benefits in 
detoxification. For instance, it helps reduce your risk of certain cancers. One of 
the best cruciferous vegetables to add to your diet is the broccoli, which is a 
powerful antioxidant. Others include kale, cauliflower, and cabbage. 

Collard Greens  

Collard greens are good for detoxification in that it increases the binding of bile 
acid. This makes it bile easily bind to bigger lipid molecules then pull them apart. 
After these, the GI tract then excretes the leftover bile acids. It takes with it 
leftover lipid molecule, which means good cholesterol. 

Garlic 

Garlic is known for being one of the best foods for detoxing. It can stimulate your 
liver so it produces the detoxification enzymes necessary for filtering toxic 
residues from your digestive system. Adding cooked or sliced garlic to your 
detox diet will certainly help to cleanse your body. 

Green Tea  

Green tea is packed with antioxidants, which are effective in washing away 
toxins from your system. Additionally, green tea has catechins that are a special 
type of antioxidant known for increasing liver function. 

Dill  

Dill is packed with anti-inflammatory chemicals as well as vitamins. The 
chemicals it contains support the body’s glutathione activation. Glutathione is 
an antioxidant in the liver that hooks itself to free radical molecules and then 
disarms them. 

Milk Thistle 

One of the most frequently studied plants related to liver detoxification is the 
milk thistle. There’s a need for a more scientific inquiry to make a strong 
recommendation for milk thistle. However, it’s said that it contains a 
combination of polyphenolic compounds that support liver cells in the detox 
process. 

Wheat Grass 

This particular grass is rich in mineral and vitamins that can aid in detoxification. 
For detox, you can have wheat grass either in juice or powder form. There is 
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limited evidence supporting wheat grass’s effects in detoxification. However, it 
serves as a low-key addition to your detox foods and beverages.  

If you are looking for aid to the natural detoxification of your body, these foods 
are the best choices. Add them to your diet and you will be able to boost your 
body’s ability to expel excess waste and leave your body free from toxins. 

 

If you are ready to take it to the next level, then contact me about my seasonal 
detoxes or my 1:1 coaching here www.rachaelalexander.com/apply 

Love to your clean body, 

Rachael Alexander 
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READY TO TAKE IT TO THE NEXT LEVEL? 
 

Think about how amazing your skin and body could feel with even more 
nourishing food and healthy habits.  

 

If you’re ready to love the skin you’re in and feel better than you have in years, 
it’s time to try my proven system. It’s worked for me and countless clients, and I 
know it will work for you, too. 

 

Are you ready to dive deeper into a clean eating program that to take your 
health, life, and energy to the next level? 

 

Join me for my 14 Day Summer Cleanse. You’ll receive an in-depth guide, over 
40 mouthwatering, allergy-friendly, easy-to-make recipes, and a step-by-step 
plan of action with suggested whole foods meals that will help you cleanse your 
body naturally. Most importantly, you’ll get access to me to address any 
questions, concerns or struggles coming up for you. 

 

CONNECT WITH ME  

www.facebook.com/rachaelalexanderandco 

www.twitter.com/rachaelaandco 

www.instagram.com/rachaelalexanderandco 

www.rachaelalexander.com 

 


